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SUMMARY

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of new types of semantic search engines which attempt to over-
come the defects of the traditional search engines by providing different search patterns. A big question here
is that in order to achieve the semantic search engines (SSEs), what type(s) of search patterns should SSEs
support? To help seek one of the many possible answers, in this paper we start with classifying and compar-
ing current search engines, particularly from the perspective of search patterns which consist of index
structure, user profiles, and interaction mechanism. We then present a novel search pattern named ExNa
by defining its model and basic operations in detail. To validate the ExNa search pattern, we develop a pro-
totype search engine named KNOWLE, and the experimental results show that KNOWLE equipped with
ExNa can improve both the efficiency of the entire system when compared with search engines of other
search patterns. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the Web enters Big Data age, users and search engines may find it more and more difficult to
effectively use and manage such big data [1] [2]. On one hand, people expect to get more accurate
information with less search steps. On the other hand, search engines are expected to incur fewer
resources of computing, storage, and network, while serving the users more effectively. Recent years,
new kinds of search engines try to solve this problem. In particular, faceted search [3], ontology-based
search [4], concept-based search[5], and rule-based search[6] all aim to improve search engines in some
aspects by semantic methods and contribute to the development of semantic search engines (SSEs).

The primary issue for SSEs to solve is to improve their efficiency [7], which refers to the efficiency
of the entire system, and not just some separate parts of the search system. Generally, a search engine
mainly consists of index generation, index storage, and search service. For index generation, high
efficiency means high efficient semantic mining algorithms with low complexity and high accuracy.
For index, it means a highly efficient index structure with less storage space and high speedy
retrieve. For search service, it is expected to provide accurate and speedy search for users with less
resources and fewer interaction steps. Compared with index generation, index storage and search
service are more concerned with the efficiency of searching, which the paper mainly focuses on.
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Particularly, a search pattern is responsible for determining the search method and efficiency of a
search engine. To see this, let us consider an example in traditional search engines. In 2008, a
famous Chinese milk factory (named Sanlu) added melamine to its milk, which led to a serious food
safety incident. To acquire relevant webpages of this event, the appropriate search terms for
conventional search engines such as Google and Baidu would be ‘Melamine Milk’, ‘Melamine Milk
Incident’, or ‘Sanlu Milk Incident’, etc. If a user cannot provide the keyword ‘melamine’, it may
take him unnecessarily long to finish the search task. Suppose he inputs terms like ‘milk’, ‘food
safety events’, ‘food additives’, ‘problem milk’, and so on, or uses combinations of these
words/phrases. The search engine would return an overwhelmingly long list of results, yet the top
100 results are always not the results he has expected. But if we use a search engine with a different
search pattern to do the same job, the efficiency could be a lot better. For example, the user may at
the beginning of the search process use related terms such as ‘food safety’ or ‘milk safety’ to start
search, and these terms can help expand the searching scope to include the target webpages. The
user may next obtain more specific terms (such as ‘melamine’ or ‘Sanlu’) recommended by the
search engine to narrow down the search rapidly toward the targets. In particular, the search route
may look like ‘food safety’–‘milk safety’–‘melamine milk’–‘Sanlu milk incident’, the result of which
is likely to pop up the most relevant pages to the front. Thus, this search pattern would be more
effective than the plain keyword search of the traditional search engine.

A big question here is then that in order to achieve SSEs, what types of search patterns should SSEs
support. With an aim to help find a possible answer to this big question, in this paper we adopt an inside-
out approach by first defining Search Pattern(SP) as the combination of index structure, user profiles,
and interaction mechanism, which can describe the features related to the search process more
comprehensively, including those of SSEs. Then, we summarize current search engines into three
types of search patterns. By comparing different patterns, we try to identify what features SSEs should
have and what search patterns SSEs should support. Based on this, we propose a new search pattern
named ExNa by defining its model and basic operations. To validate the newly proposed ExNa search
pattern, we conduct experimental studies upon a semantic search engine named KNOWLE, and the
results show that KNOWLE equipped with ExNa can improve the holistic efficiency of the search
system. A search pattern may be good at a special aspect of a search engine, such as the precision of
searching, the storage of index, the I/O, and so on. ExNa is good at the holistic efficiency when
compared with search engines of other search patterns. The contributions of this paper are as follows.

(1). We propose a new search pattern termed as ExNa, which can be incorporated into search en-
gines to support more efficient search with better results.

(2). We conduct experimental studies upon a prototype search engine (KNOWLE), so as to evaluate
the validity and performance of our proposed ExNa mechanism.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the related work. In section 3, we
define search pattern and summarize the new search pattern by comparing the current search
patterns. In section 4, we propose ExNa by describing its model and basic operations. Section 5
provides some experimental studies to evaluate the performance of ExNa in terms of search
efficiency, storage, and I/O. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK

The related work of this paper consists of search pattern, search engine classification, data organization
of search engine, interaction, and user profile. There is substantial prior work on each aspect, which is
briefly as follows.

2.1. Search pattern

Search pattern (SP) specifically means the interactive process between users and search system in the
existing literatures. Peter summarized 10 SPs: Autocomplete, Best First, Federated Search, Faceted
Navigation, Advanced Search, Personalization, Pagination, Structured Results Actionable Results,
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2016; 28:4107–4124
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and Unified Discovery [8]. These SPs focus on better user experience rather than on the efficiency of
the entire searching. In our method, SP is used to model the parts directly related to the search process,
including index structure, user profile, and interaction mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no paper of other researchers proposing search pattern from the same stand point.

2.2. Classification of search engine

Search engines have been classified from different stand points [9][10], such as directories and
categorization of web content, search engine advertising, question answering (Q&A), meta search,
personalization, special purpose search engines, and so on. But few of them classify search engines
from the view of search pattern. In this paper, we classify search engines from the perspective of
search pattern and try to find the features of SSEs.

2.3. Data organization of search engine

The data organization is the foundation of searching and interaction [11]. Inverted index [12] organizes
resources into linear index structure, which is widely used by search engines. Clustering [13] and
classifying [14] are the basic technologies to form the hierarchical index structure of resources.
Semantic link network (SLN) [15], association link network (ALN) [16][17], and similarity link
network (SiLN) [18] can form the network index structure of web resources. These methods index
resources from either vertical or horizontal directions, which limits the freedom of interaction to some
extent. In this paper, to support new kinds of search patterns, we proposed a multi-layered semantic
link network index to provide the interactive paths both in the vertical and in the horizontal directions.

2.4. Interaction and user profile

A search process is the interaction between the user and the search engine. Wegner proposed several
interaction models in [19], such as sequential interaction machine (SIM) and Multi-stream
interaction machine (MIM). There is so much in-depth theory work based on the interaction model,
but the realized applications based on IM are very few. In our work, we use SIM to realize the
interaction mechanism of the KNOWLE. There is also much work on user profile [20][21]. Our
work is different that we define user profile in four levels based on the proposed multi-layered
semantic link network index structure.
3. SEARCH PATTERN

Search engines may serve users in different modes. For example, Google provides the service mode of
keywords matching, whereas topic-based search engines [22] provide the service mode of up-and-
down. These are the actual methods of interactions between a user and a search engine. In addition
to the interactive process, there are still other important parts of a search engine to support the
interactive process, such as the index structure and user profiles. To describe the features of a search
engine more comprehensively, we adopt and adapt the term search pattern to depict the components
of a search system that are directly related to the search process [2].

Definition 1
Search pattern (SP). A search pattern, SP, is a model to describe the components of a search system that
are directly related to the search process. It is denoted as a triple:

SP ¼ RI ;UP; IMh i; (1)

where RI denotes the index structure of resources, UP is the user profile, and IM is the interaction
mechanism between users and the index.

Search engines adopt different RI, UP, and IM, which make them have different characteristics and
search efficiencies. Based on the notion of SP, we summarize the following three types of search
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patterns, linear search pattern (LSP), narrow search pattern (NSP), and expand search pattern (ESP)
[23]. Here we summarize and compare the characteristics of the current three kinds of search
patterns in Table I and try to find a new type of search pattern by integrating the advantages of the
current SPs to support the next generation search engines.

3.1. Linear search pattern

Linear search pattern (LSP) has been widely used by traditional search engines (such as Google, Baidu,
Bing, and so on), by vertical search (such as the search function inside a website), and by databases
(such as the select on key fields in relational databases), and so on.

3.1.1. Index structure (RI). In LSP, the index is the set of mappings from index terms to web
resources. All index terms are organized in the linear form according to some kinds of orders. The
word ‘linear’ means index terms are ordered in sequential, and there are no other relations among
index terms. The realizations of RI in specific search engines can be different. For example, in
Google, RI is the inverted index.

3.1.2. User profile (UP). A user profile records a user’s search interests and is the basis of
personalized service. Not all search engines of LSP have user profiles. Even some search engine has
UPs, user interests are usually described by some independent terms that a user has used in a certain
period of time, which can hardly provide personalized services of high quality.

3.1.3. Interaction mechanism (IM). The interaction mechanism of LSP is mostly featured as single
stepped and discrete, entailing low efficiency.

In LSP, the linear index structure makes the accurate searching based on fast and efficient term
matching. However, LSP has lower efficiency in fuzzy searching, as mentioned in section 1.

3.2. Narrow search pattern

Narrow search pattern (NSP) organizes web resources in a hierarchical structure according to their
semantic granularities and provides users with an up-and-down search mode. The examples of
search engines belonging to NSP include classification based search engine such as ‘classynet.com’,
topic-based search engine such as SEARCH ENGINES (cf. http://www.search-engines-2.com/), and
so on.

3.2.1. Index structure (RI). The most prominent feature of NSP is the hierarchical index structure.
Resources of different granularities are indexed in hierarchy and the granularities of web resources
decrease in top down manner. The indices include the mappings not only from terms to web
resources but also from the index items of a higher layer to a lower layer.

3.2.2. User profile (UP). The user profile of NSP should be of hierarchical structure too. The user
profile records user interests at different layers, and all the interested terms are organized in
hierarchy according to the index structure hierarchy.

3.2.3. Interaction mechanism (IM). The interaction process of NSP can be described as up-and-down
mode in the hierarchical index structure. Users can narrow their search from a wide scope to the target
(from a higher layer to a lower layer) or broaden the search (from a lower layer to a higher layer).
Table I. The comparison of search patterns.

spects
SPs Linear SP Narrow SP Expand SP ExNa SP

ndex (RI) Structure Linear Hierarchical Netlike Multi-layered semantic link network
Storage Small Medium Huge Medium
Semantics Poor Medium Medium Rich

ser profile (UP) Linear Hierarchical Network Multi-layered semantic link network
nteraction mechanism (IM) Discrete Up and down Zigzag Free styled
A

I

U
I
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Because semantic algorithms such as classification or clustering need to be employed to form the
hierarchical index structure, the time complexity of generating the index increases. Additionally, the
space complexity of the index structure also increases because there are more semantic data to be
stored.

3.3. Expand search pattern

Expand search pattern (ESP) provides a method to broaden user horizons and acquire information from
a wider scope. ESP is an efficient method for fuzzy searching when a user cannot provide accurate
search terms. An example of ESP is relevance search, such as Renlifang Relation Search (cf. http://
renlifang. msra.cn/).

3.3.1. Index structure (IS). The index structure of ESP can be described as a semantic link network,
which includes semantic relations among indexed terms and the mapping from indexed terms to web
resources.

3.3.2. User profile (UP). To support personalized and fuzzy searching, the user profile of ESP should
not only record the user’s interests but also organize the interested terms through some kinds of
semantic link networks.

3.3.3. Interaction mechanism (IM). As both the index and user profiles are organized as networks, a
search path in the semantic link network is like ‘zigzag’, and each interactive step is a node on the
zigzag path.

As ESP may expand the searching scope based on some semantic relations, it helps improve the
searching efficiency to some extent. However, in the environment of mass web resources, the time
complexity of constructing the semantic indices and the space complexity of storing the indices are
also significantly increased.

3.4. Desired search pattern

Clearly, narrow SP and expand SP work in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. Narrow SP
may rapidly narrow the search scope with the support of hierarchical index structure. Expand SP may
expand the search based on some semantic relations, thereby facilitating user search with fuzzy terms.
Take both vertical and horizontal directions into account, the index of the new SP should be a structure
of multi-layered, in which different layers denote the indices of different granularities. Besides, the web
resources of the same layer should be organized as a semantic link network. We name the index
structure as the multi-layered semantic link network index structure.

Rich semantics should be included in the new index structure to support efficient search. The
semantic relations between layers support the narrow search. The semantic link network may hold
several kinds of semantic relations to support the expand search. Storing rich semantic information
needs more storage than the inverted index. The multi-layered and community structure in semantic
link network may reduce the storage of index to a large extent. We expect the storage space to be at
the medium level which is much less than a single layer network structure such as expand SP.

With the support of the multi-layered semantic link network index structure, a user may interact with
the index from both vertical and horizontal directions, which form a free-styled interaction mechanism.
To support the free-styled interaction, the proper structure of user profiles should be a multi-layered
network too, so as to record user interests at different layers and the semantics between interests
from the user perspective. All the features listed in the last column of Table I form a new search
pattern, which we term as ExNa.
4. EXNA SEARCH PATTERN

ExNa is not a simple integration of the narrow SP and the expand SP. ExNa is expected to have a free
styled interaction, a more efficient index structure which should be rich semantics, less storage, and
abundant interaction paths, and a flexible user profile to support all kinds of service. Some conflicts
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2016; 28:4107–4124
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should be resolved in ExNa, such as the conflict between the rich semantics and the huge storage. And
some problems should be solved in ExNa too, such as how to realize the free styled interaction, and
how to build a flexible user profile to support all kinds of services.

Although ExNa is a little like the integration of narrow SP and expand SP, it just includes the
interaction paths of narrow SP and expand SP. As the definition of search pattern showed, SP
consists of three parts, and the search path is only the representation of the entire SP.

In this section, we first discuss what an efficient search pattern is and then present the model of
ExNa based on the requirement of efficient search pattern and the requirement of desired SP shown
in the last column in Table I.

4.1. Efficient search pattern

An efficient search pattern means using lower cost to finish the search task efficiently and accurately.
According to the requirement of SSEs, we summarize the features of an efficient search pattern as:

(1). High precision: A search engine should provide accurate information with the less irrelevant
information.

(2). Fewer interactive steps: An objective parameter to evaluate the speed of search is the number of
interactive steps to accomplish a search task, which can ignore the influence of the performance
of machine, the bandwidth of network and I/O.

(3). Less I/O: The increasement of the speed of I/O is always far behind that of CPU, which has
been a main factor of influencing the performance of a search engine. In SP, I/O consists of
one part that generated by the search algorithm and others that generated by transmitting the re-
sults to the user client, which will influence the different components of a search engine.

(4). Personalization: Personalization is an effective method to capture the requirement of user ex-
actly, which may improve the search efficiency.

(5). Free interaction: Free interaction makes a user search freely in his favorite way, which not only
means the good user experience but also helps capture users’ knowledge.

(6). High efficient storage: High efficient storage means to store the mass web resources and its se-
mantic relations in less space.

Considering these features, we model the ExNa based on the Definition 1 Search Pattern from the
index structure RI, the user profile UP, the interaction mechanism IM and basic operations, which
forms the basic principle of ExNa to guide developing a specific search engine.

4.2. Multi-layered semantic link network index structure

The index structure is the basis of an efficient search pattern. ExNa requires multi-layered network
index structure as discussed in Table I, which should have rich semantic relations, high efficient
storage, and free-styled interaction with users.

Definition 2
Multi-layered semantic link network index structure (MNIS). A multi-layered semantic link network
index structure, MNIS, is defined as

MNIS ¼ G; SL; SV ;R;Mh i (2)

where G={Gi|Gi={itemj}} is the set of all the index items in the system, Gi={itemj} is the set of index
items which belongs to the ith layer, itemj is the j

th index item in Gi; SL={SRi} is the set of all kinds of
semantic relations among the index items in G, SRi={SLNk} is the set of different types of semantic
relations at the ith layer, with each type of semantic relation being organized in a semantic link network

and stored by an adjacent matrix SLNk ¼
sw11 ⋯ sw1m
⋮ swij ⋮

swm1 ⋯ swmm

 !
, swij is the weight of the semantic

relation between index termi and termj; Sv={< termi, termj> |termi∈Gi; termj∈Gi + 1} is the set of
semantic mappings between two adjacent layers in the vertical direction; R={resj} is the set of indexed
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2016; 28:4107–4124
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resources, resj is the j
th indexed resource;M={< termi, resj> |termi∈G, resj∈R} is the set of mappings

from the index items to web resources.
To hold rich semantics, MNIS should index and organize web resources in the structure of multiple

semantic dimensions and multiple semantic granularities:

(1). Multiple semantic granularities denote the multi-layered of MNIS. For example, the possible
semantic granularities include words, terms, phases, keywords, sentences, paragraph,
webpages, topics, events, domains, and so on. Big granularity has stronger abstract ability,
which may broaden user’s horizons and reduce the involved data during the search.

(2). Multiple semantic dimensions denote web resources of the same semantic granularity are
indexed in different types of semantic relations. For example, the possible semantic dimensions
include association relation, similarity relation, synonymy relation, hyponymy relation, causal
relation, and so on. Different semantic relations may provide different semantic services and
the combination of several semantic relations could provide more effective service.

The MNIS provides the basic framework to index web resources into a semantic-rich form, while
the final realizations of MNIS may be different according to the selections of different semantic
granularities and dimensions. The multi-layered semantic link network index structure of our
prototype search engine (KNOWLE) is shown in Figure 1.

4.3. User profile

A user profile records a user’s interests and is used to provide personalized services. ExNa supports
multiple levels of user profiles to meet the needs of different search engines. Here we define a user
profile supporting four levels as follows:

UP ¼ I;R;Mh i (3)

where I records the interests at different semantic granularities and it is defined as I={Ii|i∈Ν∧ 0< i< |
G|}, G is the semantic granularity defined in eq. (2), |G| is the number of granularities, Ii records the
interests at the ith semantic granularity Gi and is defined as Ii={< nodek, in> |nodek∈Gi}, node is
the basic unit in different semantic granularities, in is the interest degree of nodek; records all kinds
of relations in UP, RH records the semantic relations among users’ interests in different semantic
granularities and is defined as RH={Ri|i∈Ν∧ 0< i< |G|}, Ri records the semantic relations in
Figure 1. The MNIS of KNOWLE (which is a prototype search engine of ExNa).
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granularity Gi and is defined as Ri={<nodem,noden,ω> |nodem∈ Ii, noden∈ Ii}, the triple < nodem,
noden,ω> denotes the semantic relation between nodem and noden of the same semantic
granularity, with ω being the weight of the semantic relation; RV records the mapping between
adjacent layers in the vertical direction which is not null when the layers in UP is over one layer,
which can be defined as RV={<nodeim, nodejn,ω> |nodeim∈Gi, nodejn∈Gj,Gi andGj are adjacent},
the triple <nodeim,nodejn,ω> denotes the semantic relation between nodeim and nodejn of the
adjacent semantic granularities, with ω being the weight of the semantic relation; M ={big
granularity, small granularity, top-down, bottom-up, up-and-down, zigzag,…}, M is the set of search
modes which records how a user uses a search engine. Everyone has his/her fixed search pattern
when he/she uses the search engine for a long time. These patterns are both the modes of using
search engine and the mode of acquiring information, which can be summarized from the interaction
processes. The four levels of UP can be gotten when some constraints are added on UP, which are
listed as follows.

UP1 UP1’s constraints are |I| = 1,R=φ, and M=φ, which means UP1 only records users’ independent
interests in one semantic granularity.

UP2 UP2’s constraints are |I|>1,R=φ, andM=φ, which means UP2 records users’ independent inter-
ests in different semantic granularities and forms the multi-layers of user interests.

UP3 UP3’s constraints are |I|>1, |R|>1, and M=φ, which means UP3 records users’ interests in dif-
ferent semantic granularities, and the interests of each granularity are organized in a semantic link
network. UP3 is the multi-layered network structure of interests.

UP4 UP4’s constraints are |I|>1, |R|>1, and M≠φ, which means UP4 adding the search modes on UP3.

When a search engine of ExNa is realized, it should firm up the level of UP according to both its
index structure and the requirement of the application.

4.4. Interaction mechanism

Interaction mechanism provides free-styled interaction with MNIS for users to acquire their desired
information efficiently. A user can change his interests in different semantic granularities, different
semantic dimensions, and different nodes in semantic link network. During the interaction, the
static interests can be recorded directly into UP1 ~UP3, while the dynamic interests can be
summarized as search modes to be updated to UP4. ExNa provides the following interaction
mechanism:

IM ¼

switch semantic granularity:N�;Nþ
switch semantic dimension:D
expand semantic : E
switch search modes : X
update static interst : S
update dynamic interst : U

8>>>><
>>>>:

(4)

In eq. (4), we just prescribe operations of interaction mechanisms that are necessary to support free-
styled interaction. Some basic interactive operations of IM are defined as follows.

(1) Narrow N�

N� is an operation to switch the focus from a coarse semantic granularity to a finer-grained one in
MNIS, defined as

N� r0ð Þ ¼ rc rc is the child of r0j g⊕UP2f (5)

where r0 is the currently focused index item, {rc} is the set of children nodes of r0 at the lower layer. ⊕
is a filter operator to sort r0 by UP2 and select the top-n from the sorted results.

(2) Broaden N+

N+ is the inverse operation of N�, which means increasing the granularity and shift the focus
to a higher level. Generally, the multi-granularity index is organized as a tree structure, in
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2016; 28:4107–4124
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which each node has only one parent node. So N+ is defined without the filter operation ⊕ as
follows:

Nþ r0ð Þ ¼ rp rp is the parent of r0
�� ��

(6)

(3) Expand E

E is a semantic expand operation to support user traveling in a semantic link network at a certain
semantic granularity. The semantic expand in the jth dimension, SLNj, from node R0 is defined as

E r0; SLNj
� � ¼ rn ∃r0→rn∈ SLNj

� �
∧ swr0→rn > αð Þ�� �

⊕UP3
�

(7)

where {rn} is the set of neighbors of r0 in SLNj. All the weights of the semantic relations from r0 to rn
must be larger than a threshold α. The meaning of⊕ is the same to the one in eq. (5), E(R0, SLNj) is the
final result after getting filtered by UP3.

(4) Pattern switch X

This operator is to change the search mode from narrow to expand or from expand to narrow. The pat-
tern switch happens when the search mode changes actively or passively. Active change is done by user,
while passive change is done by the search engine according to the mode M in UP4. X is defined as

X ¼ Nþ=N�⇒E
E⇒Nþ=N�

�
(8)

where N+/N�⇒E means the interactive direction changes from vertical to horizontal; E⇒N+/N�means
the interactive direction changes from horizontal to vertical.
5. EVALUATION

5.1. Dataset

Because it is not easy to find search engines of different search patterns on a same dataset to compare
the efficiencies of search patterns, we need to build a larger dataset and develop search engines of four
search patterns.

We have gathered, since 2009, popular news webpages from the major news websites every day,
and organized these news webpages according to news topics. The dataset has about seven million
news webpages under some 30,000 news topics, and the dataset is still increasing (as shown in
column 1 of Table II). All the cached webpages (saved as zip file) together with the multi-layered
semantic index structure take up around 200GB disk space. (Although it is still much smaller than
commercial search engines, it is big enough to validate the SPs for it has included the most popular
news events in China and can satisfy the news searching.)
5.2. Prototype of ExNa

Specially, we build a prototype search engine of ExNa named KNOWLE (shown in Figure 2) on the
dataset. KNOWLE is designed based on ExNa search pattern and tries to provide efficient news search
service for users. Here, we briefly introduce the implement of KNOWLE.
Table II. The dataset description.

Index layer Nodes# Arcs# (ALN) Arcs#/nodes#

Topics layer 28,812 1,533,459 53.2
Webpages layer 7,154,337 116,230,162 16.2
Terms layer 1,859,847 18,970,439 10.2

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2016; 28:4107–4124
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Figure 2. The prototype news search engine of ExNa search pattern: KNOWLE.((a) The graphical interface,
(b) The textual interface).
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In KNOWLE, the MNIS is instantiated as three-layered semantic link network as shown in Figure 1,
which includes three semantic granularities (the terms layer, the webpages layer, and the news topics
layer), two semantic dimensions (the associated semantic relation and the similar semantic relation). In
each semantic layer, the indexed items are organized in semantic link network. We employ association
link network (ALN) [16] and similar link network [18] to organize the semantic relations of each layer.
The mappings from the news topics layer to the webpages layer can be gotten when webpages are
clustered to news topics. The mappings from webpages to terms can be gotten when the keywords
are extracted from webpages.

A point worth emphasizing is that the characters of ALN, such as small-world and scale-free, make
ALN have community structure [16][24]. Both the community structure and the multi-layered index
structure reduce the storage of the index of ExNa SP, which can be validated from Table II,
Figure 8, and Figure 9.
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KNOWLE adopts three-layered UP according to its index structure. We follows the cognition
theory [25] by memorizing a user’s actions within the last steps when he/she starts searching, so that
only the short term interests of the user will be considered.

With the support of MNIS and interaction mechanism, KNOWLE provide news search service of
the specific requirements, such as ‘fuzzy retrieval or uncertain retrieval’ which means to search
without accurate keywords as the scenario of ‘Sanlu Milk Incident’ described in the first section;
‘generally search and focus on some special points’ which is a common user mode of search
engine. For example, maybe a mother is greatly concerned with the content about ‘milk’, and she
often searches the related news about ‘milk’. During the browsing she may be interested in some
other points, such as ‘food security’, ‘baby health’, ‘nutrition issues’, and so on. She expects that
search engines could expand the searching on these points automatically.

As an instance of ExNa, KNOWLE has partly fulfilled the requirement of ExNa and is substantially
a search engine of ExNa; therefore, experimental results on it can validate ExNa indirectly.

5.3. Experiment preparation

These experiments are designed to compare the efficiency of ExNa with those of other search patterns.
However, it is not easy to find compared search engines equipped with different search patterns on a
same dataset, so we first need to build the compared search engines of linear SP, narrow SP, and
expand SP on our news dataset.

5.3.1. Baseline. We select Baidu_News (http://news.baidu.com) as the baseline based on the
following considerations. It is the biggest commercial search engine on Chinese news which makes
the experimental results more persuasive; it is a typical instant of linear search pattern; it can work
at the mode of no personalization; its data source is same as KNOWLE, although Baidu_News and
KNOWLE have tremendous differences between the scales of their datasets, they are still
comparable after being treated and setting some limits on the dataset.

5.3.2. Prepare dataset. Both Baidu_News and KNOWLE are Chinese news search engines which
make it possible that the dataset of KNOWLE be the sub set of Baidu_News. We remove all the
news webpages which are not included in Baidu_News from our news dataset.

Then, we build the index on the dataset for all the four search patterns. The prepare processes are
described in Table III.

5.3.3. Prepare the compared search systems. The experiments need four search engines of different
SPs to do the search and to be compared. KNOWLE is the search engine of ExNa SP. Other search
engines are prepared as follows.

(1). Linear SP: Baidu News acts as the search engine of linear SP. At the same time, KNOWLE also has
the inverted index of news webpages and the search pattern of keywords matching, which can act as
the search engine of linear SP too. The experiments of linear SP will be repeated on both systems.

(2). Narrow SP and expand SP: Because KNOWLE may work on the narrow SP and expand SP; we
rebuild KNOWLE by removing unnecessary functions and replacing the index with the
Table III. The data preparation for search patterns.

Search patterns Data preparation process

Linear SP Build the inverted index of all webpages by Lucence (These web pages are also indexed by
Baidu news system)

Narrow SP Build the hierarchal layers of the web pages by clustering technologies. Build the mappings
between layers.

Expand SP Build the Association Link Network directly on webpages.
ExNa SP Build the three hierarchal layers of the keywords layer, the webpages layer, and the topic layer

by clustering technology. In each layer, build two kinds of semantic link networks: the
association semantic link network and the similarity semantic link network. Build the
mapping between layers.
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prepared index of the dataset. As a result, two simulated search systems of narrow SP and ex-
pand SP are obtained.

5.4. Experiment design

To compare the efficiency of ExNa SP with other SPs, we compare the search on the number of search
steps, search precision, storage of index, and I/O of search process. At last all the aspects are integrated
to evaluate the SPs synthetically.

All the experiments are repeated by accurate search and fuzzy search. Accurate search means a user
could provide accurate keywords coming from the target webpages. While fuzzy search means a user
could not provide accurate keywords.

5.5. Comparing the number of search steps

Experiment 1
Compare the number of search steps of accurate search task (simple search task). Experimental
process:

(1). Select 40 volunteers randomly and train them to use the four search systems in order to reduce
the influences caused by the usage of system.

(2). Select 10 news webpages from the dataset and show each webpage to everyone.
(3). Everyone selects search terms and does the search by four search engines all by himself.
(4). In each search task, the numbers of search step of searchers are averaged to remove the individ-

ual diversity. In addition, the webpages similar to the target webpage are also considered as
right answers.

The results of 10 search tasks are listed in Figure 3, which shows that linear SP (by Baidu) is always
better than other SPs. Narrow SP, expand SP, and ExNa SP have the similar numbers of search steps.
Baidu returns the search results directly. Most of the searchers select suitable terms to search, so it is
easy for Baidu to get the answer in one step. While KNOWLE first shows the relevant topics and
then shows the target webpages, so it needs at least two steps to finish the search. Narrow SP and
expand SP have the same situation as NEWSEARCH. The results show that the linear SP does
better than other SPs when facing simple search tasks.

Experiment 2
Compare the number of search steps of fuzzy search task (complex search task). When user cannot pro-
vide accurate terms to search, it can be seen as complex search task, which often happens like the sce-
narios described in the section 1 or section5.2.Experimental process:
Co
1. 40 searchers are divided into four groups randomly; each group has 10 people. The grouping is
repeated before each search task.
Figure 3. The comparison of search steps of accurate search.
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2. 10 search tasks are selected, but target webpages are not shown to searchers directly. We describe
each search task to them. We do not use the word in the news webpages as far as possible when
we describe the task. Specially, we select some news the searchers are not familiar to, which
makes it more difficult for them to select suitable terms to search.

3. Each group does the search task on different search engines. If the number of steps is over 10, it is
set as 10 and means not found.

4. This step is same to Experiment 1.
The results are listed in Figure 4. The total average numbers of steps are 6.67 in linear SP (Baidu),

5.8 in narrow SP, 5.28 in expand SP, and 4.8 in ExNa. When ExNa is compared with linear SP, the
increasing rate is 28%. Totally, ExNa and expand SP do better than linear SP and narrow SP when
facing complex search tasks.

5.6. Comparing the search precision

Experiment 3
Compare the precision of accurate search task and fuzzy search task. In this experiment, we use the
results of Experiment 1 and 2 repetitively to compute the precision. Because Experiment 1 and 2
are multiple steps search, the method to compute precision is different in the following aspects:

(1) The number of result webpages is the sum of all interaction steps.
(2) Because of the different scales of dataset and search pattern, Baidu returns too many webpages

which lead to a low precision. So we make the following treating on Baidu results: (a) Calculate
the average number of result pages of all the other SPs and denoted as n. (b) Filtering the results
of each search step by selecting top n from the results.

The results are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Figure 5 is the result of precision of accurate search
based on experiment 1 and Figure 6 is the result of precision of fuzzy search based on experiment 2.
The results show:

(1) The average precision in Figure 5 is bigger than that in Figure 6, because the number of steps is
smaller in accurate search than in fuzzy search.

(2) Figure 5 shows ExNa and narrow SP have similar precisions. Both of them have obviously
better than the expand SP and linear SP.

(3) Figure 6 shows ExNa and expand SP have similar precisions. Both of them have obviously
better than the narrow SP and linear SP. In Figure 6, there are three points with the values of
zero, because the number of search steps is over 10 and the search process is interrupted.
5.7. Comparing I/O

I/O is an important parameter to evaluate the data-intensive algorithm. During the search, there are two
stages with many I/O operations: the first is to generate the search results from index according to some
Figure 4. The comparison of search steps of fuzzy search.
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Figure 6. The comparison of search precision of fuzzy search.

Figure 5. The comparison of search precision of accurate search.
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algorithms and the second is to return the search results to the user. In the first stage, the search unit
deals the data provided by the index unit and generates the results according to some algorithms.
The data processed in stage 1 are more than those returned to the user.

When experiment 1 and 2 are done, the I/O of four search patterns are recorded and averaged, which
are showed in Figure 7. The I/O of the accurate search in linear SP is normalized as ‘1’, and all the
other values are comparable values.

The results show that in fuzzy search ExNa does the best than other SPs at both stages of the search
process. In accurate search linear SP does the best than other SPs at both stages. Figure 7(a) and
Figure 7(b) show that the ExNa does better in the search algorithm stage than in the results return stage.
5.8. Comparing storage

The storage accounts for a great proportion in the construction of a search engine and high efficient
index structure is very important to the search engine. In linear SP, search engines only need to
store the mapping from terms to web resources. While in the other three SPs, search engines need
more storage to store all kinds of semantic data. This experiment calculates the storage of the index
for four SPs on the same dataset, and the results are shown in Figure 8.

Here are some points for attention. (1) For each SP, the inverted index is the essential part. Therefore
all the values in the figure include the storages of the inverted index. (2) The values in the figure are
comparable values compared with the value of the linear search pattern which has already been
normalized. (3) The final values are related to the scale of the dataset. For ExNa, the result is
comparatively better when the scale of dataset increases. The values in the figure are calculated on
the dataset which consists of seven million of webpages.
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ferring results to the user.

Figure 8. Comparison of the storage space of index.
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Figure 8 shows that ExNa is high efficient in index structure. Although ExNa needs to store the
mapping from terms to web resources, the mapping between different layers and the semantic links
in the same layer, it is only a bit more than the linear search pattern and the narrow search pattern
(the reason has been mentioned in Section 5.2).

Figure 9 shows that the storage of the multi-layered index structure of ExNa will increase with the
webpages. The trend of the increase is linear that is a good character for dealing with big data.
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Figure 9. The change of storage of ExNa with the increase of webpages.
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5.9. Integrated evaluation

The above experiments have compared the four SPs from different aspects. But the value of a single
parameter is not enough to evaluate a search engine objectively. It needs to evaluate a search pattern
by integrating several parameters. Here we consider the search steps, precision, I/O, and storage
together and define E as the integrated parameter to evaluate the search pattern, which is denoted as

E ¼ Steps*αþ 1� Precisonð Þ*β þ IO*χ þ Storage*θ: (9)

In eq. (9), E is the weight sum of step, precision, and IO, storage. α, β, χ, θ are the weights which are
valued according to the importance to the efficiency of search engine[26]. The results are shown in
Figure 9, in which the values are normalized too and the linear SP is the baseline.

Figure 10 shows that besides the accurate search of linear SP, ExNa does the best at both accurate
search and fuzzy search. Compared with linear SP, E of ExNa increases 37.7%; compared with narrow
SP, E of ExNa increases 16.02%; compared with the expand SP, E of ExNa increases 22.02%.
6. CONCLUSION

To overcome the shortcomings of traditional search engines, many new search engines are designed
based on some new technologies. Each search engine has its advantages and disadvantages. So we
try to summarize the current search engines to find the features of search engines of next generation.
In this paper, we propose the concept ‘search pattern’ to describe the most important features of
search engines. We classify current search engines into three search patterns: linear search pattern,
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2016; 28:4107–4124
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narrow search pattern, and expand search pattern. We present a novel search pattern ExNa based on the
comparison of linear search pattern, narrow search pattern, and expand search pattern. Then, we model
ExNa and definition its basic operations to help developing search engines of next generation. At last,
we develop a prototype search engine named KNOWLE to validate ExNa SP. KNOWLE and the
experiments on it show that ExNa is an efficient search pattern to improve the efficiency of search
engine. We expect the ExNa and KNOWLE will be a reference for other researchers to design new
search engines.

6.1. Discussion on the application prospect of ExNa SP

Compared with current search engines based on inverted index, the shortcoming of ExNa is the high
complexity of building the semantic index structure, which may limit it to apply on a common
search engine, such as google. However, ExNa is fit for domain-faced search engines, such as news
search, tourism search, medicine search, or research paper databases (IEEE xplore, PubMed). The
data of a domain search engine is far less than common search engines’, which makes the time
complexity of building ExNa index can be acceptable. In addition, the domain knowledge can help
ExNa build its semantic index more accurately. Besides, this kind of limitation will reduce with the
improvement of computer hardware, which will expand the application scope of ExNa.
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